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MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION FROM COPYRIGHT OWNERS
National Music Publishers’ Association (“NMPA”) and the Nashville Songwriters
Association International (“NSAI”) (collectively, “Copyright Owners”) respectfully submit this
memorandum in opposition to the motion of Google LLC (“Google”) to compel Copyright Owners
to produce documents and information in response to Google’s Requests for Production (“RFPs”)
Nos. 2 and 3 (the “Motion”).
INTRODUCTION
Google’s Motion reflects how little effort it made to resolve any discovery “disputes” with
Copyright Owners. It met and conferred with Copyright Owners once – more than six weeks prior
to the filing of its Motion – and sent a single letter, where it reiterated its request without any
further explanation. Copyright Owners provided detailed information showing that the burden of
responding to these requests and the volume of information responsive to the requests was wholly
disproportionate to any possible need for the information. Beyond offering a conclusory denial
and disagreement, Google did not bother to deal with the substance of Copyright Owners’
objections.
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Just as its participation in any meaningful “meet and confer” was superficial, so too are the
arguments presented in its Motion. Google fundamentally misunderstands (or purposefully
misrepresents) the organization of music publishers and their systems (with respect to RFP No. 2)
and disregards the information that has already been produced in this proceeding (or made
available to its current counsel from Phonorecords III). Google’s disregard of both the burdens it
seeks to impose and the breadth of the information already provided does not justify its demand
for further discovery.
In this regard, Google’s RFPs, while limited in number, actually have the full scope of the
RFPs of the other Services since Google demanded all documents produced to the other Services
and coordinated with the other Services on their meet and confers regarding requests propounded
by the other Services. Yet, having demanded what is produced to the other Services, Google’s
overbroad and onerous requests ignore that its RFPs are derivative and also ignore the
compromises reached with the other Services. Finally, the further discovery sought by Google is
also far afield from the Copyright Owners’ Written Direct Statement and transparently in service
of Google’s theories on rebuttal. Google’s motion should be denied in its entirety.
ARGUMENT
I.

RFP NO. 2 IMPOSES SUBSTANTIAL BURDEN ON COPYRIGHT OWNERS
UNJUSTIFIED BY THE INFORMATION ALREADY AVAILABLE TO GOOGLE
IN THIS PROCEEDING
In RFP No. 2, Google seeks to inflict substantial and undue burden on Copyright Owners

without any attempt to justify its request given the information produced to date in discovery. Nor
is this substantial undue burden outweighed by the purported relevance of the information sought.
As such, Google’s motion should be denied.
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A.

RFP No. 2 Seeks Tens of Thousands of Royalty Statements Over a 12-year
Period

RFP No. 2, by its terms, seeks 12 years of royalty statements for the top 10% of
“Songwriters” at seven different music publishers. That would require millions, if not tens of
millions, of pages of royalty statements. Google is fully aware of the burden of this request and,
in any event, Copyright Owners made clear the substantial burden incumbent in such a request.
Google refused to narrow or focus its request.
First,

Copyright

Owners

have

already

produced

information

showing

how

disproportionately vast and burdensome this request is. In response to interrogatories jointly posed
by all the Service participants, Copyright Owners identified the number of clients represented by
the four music publishers whose employees submitted testimony in connection with Copyright
Owners’ Written Direct Statement – Sony Music Publishing, Universal Music Publishing Group,
peermusic, and Warner Chappell Music, Inc.1 Those four publishers alone represented
, 2 meaning just for the four years covered by
Copyright Owners’ interrogatory response – not the twelve years sought by Google – ten percent
of the total amounts to

royalty statements for 2017-2020 (as royalty statements are

sent at least twice a year). Royalty statements can extend to hundreds or even thousands of pages
each. Even if they were only 100 pages each, just for the four publishers for the four years would
require the production of

pages of statements.

1

The term “clients” is used because recipients of royalties are not limited to songwriters but include
songwriter heirs as well as other royaltors derived from songwriters.
2

Specifically, the documents identified in response to Interrogatory No. 11 identified
.
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Multiplying this number to include three additional publishers and eight additional years
of statements – as Google seeks in this Motion – reveals just how massively unreasonable and
disproportionate Google’s RFP No. 2 is.
But the burden of RFP No. 2 is actually far greater than the sheer volume of royalty
statements sought. Google’s RFP No. 2 seeks royalty statements for “Songwriters,” which its
Requests define as “any individual who has composed, written, or received credit for all or any
portion of the music or lyrics for any musical composition.” (Zang Decl. Ex. 1 at 4.) As stated in
Copyright Owners’ Responses and Objections to Google’s Request for Production (Zang. Decl.
Ex. 2 at 2), during the November 24, 2021 telephonic meet and confer, and in subsequent
correspondence (Zang Decl. Ex. 4 at 1), Copyright Owners have no means, other than by human
review of the royalty accounts, one by one, to identify whether a particular account is a songwriter
or an heir or a publisher or some other royaltor (who may be assignees, administrators, estates,
etc.). The data produced by Copyright Owners during discovery – showing information for all
clients/royaltors – confirms this.
Ignoring undisputed facts, Google instead elects to misrepresent information to the Board.
Google’s Motion dismisses the inability of music publishers to distinguish “Songwriters” by
pointing to certain music publishers’ portals for the dissemination of royalty information to clients,
including the “Warner Chappell Music Client Portal,” which “is designed to benefit all of our
songwriters and partners.” (Zang Decl., Ex. 14.) 3 Google’s argument is disingenuous, and

3

Underscoring the disingenuous nature of this argument, Google submitted a PDF of a YouTube video
page whose video description describes UMPG Window as “the game-changing hub for UMPG
songwriters.” (Zang Decl., Ex. 13.) This was presumably done because elsewhere – including on the
Google Play Store – UMPG Window is described as “the leading royalty portal for songwriters and clients,”
(Harris Decl., Ex. 1 (emphasis added)) consistent with UMPG’s announcement of the same on February 18,
2020 where it “unveiled. . . a next-generation royalty portal that provides UMPG songwriters and clients
with access to clear, complete and real-time earnings and data.” (Harris Decl., Ex. 2 (emphasis added).)
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knowingly so, because these identified portals only further confirm that music publishers account
to and pay royalties to all of their clients and do not have systematic ways to distinguish between
those who are due royalties through assignment, death or otherwise from those who composed a
musical work in the first instance. There is no reasonable way for Copyright Owners to respond
to RFP No. 2 without substantial manual review and collation of data, even assuming that the
requests are otherwise warranted (which they are not).4
B.

Google’s Purported Rationale for the Discovery Sought by RFP No. 2 is
Illogical

As discussed below, Google’s proffered justification for the volume of royalty statements
sought by RFP No. 2 are pretextual, illogical and unsupported. The point of the exercise is not the
need or importance of the discovery sought but the burden imposed. Google puts forth two
arguments for the statements responsive to RFP No. 2, neither of which is served by the
productions sought, only underscoring that Google’s purpose is to maximize the burden and
expense on Copyright Owners.
First, Google claims to seek the information called for in response to RFP No. 2 to evaluate
“the COs’ contention that mechanical royalties have diminished over time, to the detriment of
songwriters and the music publishing industry as a whole.” (Mot. at 2.) To begin with, the
Copyright Owners have already provided the financial records that confirm this fact. But even if
they had not, Google has not provided (and cannot provide) any explanation for how twelve years
of royalty statements for the top 10% of songwriters at seven music publishers addresses that
contention (which is not contention but documented fact).

4

While Google cites to various

Further complicating Google’s demand, over the course of 12 years (or two years or even one year), the
top 10% of clients entitled to royalty payments will change year to year and royalty period to royalty period.
Beyond changes in the top 10% the client can change year to year and period to period from a songwriter
to an heir to an administrator to an assignee. Thus, every single period would have to be scrutinized to
isolate songwriters from other clients. The time and cost required to do this would be enormous.
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statements of Copyright Owner witnesses of the decrease in mechanical income over time, it does
not, and cannot, connect those statements to the requested royalty statements because there is no
linkage.
The transparently baseless purpose of Google’s stated desire to “test the COs’ claims
regarding the purported downward trend in mechanical royalties from at least 2009 to the present”
(Mot. at 4) is already documented in the financial records submitted with the Copyright Owners’
Written Direct Statement and already produced by the music publishers in discovery. It is also
contained in the data available to all participants here, including Google, from the Phonorecords
III proceeding, which concerns the state of the music publishing industry dating back to at least
2012.5
Further, Google’s professed desire to “test the veracity of their claim that songwriters are
categorically no longer able to financially support themselves on mechanical royalties alone” is
not served by the request either, since Google already has (and has cited) client-by-client
mechanical royalty distributions data produced by the music publishers in discovery. (See Zang
Decl. Ex. 10 (an excerpt of

from UMPG), Ex. 11 (an

excerpt of SMP’s

), Ex. 12 (excerpt of

of P4-PEERMUSIC00005363,
)). Royalty statements for the 10% earning songwriters, year by year, as requested by
RFP No. 2, shed no light on the mechanical income earned by “Songwriters,” for multiple reasons.

5

Indeed, in connection with meet and confers with the Services in which Google participated (see infra
Section I.C.), Copyright Owners have compromised on certain requests from Apple, Amazon, Pandora and
Spotify (which substantively overlap with Google’s requests at issue in this motion) to produce certain
financial and royalty-related information for 2008, 2009 and 2010 (in addition to 2017-2020) on behalf of
agreed-upon music publishers where such information is reasonably accessible and can be obtained and
produced without undue burden. Google, despite being party to such meet and confer and a direct
beneficiary of the resulting productions, chose not to mention this in its Motion.
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First, limiting the inquiry only to “Songwriters” does not really address whether
mechanical income has diminished (which it has). Second, the top 10% of “Songwriters” would
change from period to period and would not enable one to compare what one “Songwriter” made
in one year as compared to another year. Third, even if one could isolate the top 10% of
“Songwriters” in each royalty accounting period, it would not tell one anything about the overall
level of mechanical income paid to “Songwriters” generally (or to “clients”). In short, the
information sought does not address the supposed inquiry. It only imposes an undue and
disproportionate burden.
In concluding its argument on this request, however, Google lets its mask slip – revealing
that the requested royalty statements would “show the breakdown by mechanical, synchronization,
and performance royalties, and by song; and the distribution of royalties between songwriter and
music publisher.” (Mot. at 9.) This makes clear that Google’s request is focused on an effort to
support Google’s naked assertions, for its rebuttal case, regarding the relations between music
publishers and songwriters. Google’s citation to numerous documents unrelated to Copyright
Owners’ Written Direct Statement to support its assertions only underscores the lack of a direct
relation between Google’s RFP No. 2 and Copyright Owners’ Written Direct Statement. (See
Zang Decl., Exs. 15-17.)
Google’s secondary professed justification for this request is equally pretextual. It claims
it is seeking “evidence of whether the Songwriter Witnesses are representative of songwriters
generally or were cherry-picked by the COs in furtherance of the narrative at the heart of the COs’
direct case.” (Mot. at 2.) Not only does Google not need any of the information it requests for that
purpose, but this justification admits that RFP No. 2 is addressed not to something that the
Copyright Owners said in their Written Direct Statement but something Google itself wants to
7
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pursue. The requested discovery is thus not directly related to Copyright Owners’ Written Direct
Statement as required by 37 C.F.R. 351.5(b).
C.

Google Participated in Meet and Confers Where Discovery Concerning
Songwriter-Related Data Was Discussed and Disputes Resolved, and Now
Seeks More Information

Google identifies a single November 24, 2021 meet and confer with Copyright Owners in
connection with RFP No. 2. While that statement is true in the narrow sense, Google neglects to
mention that it coordinated and participated with the other Services, including, specifically, Apple,
Amazon, Pandora and Spotify, in discovery in this proceeding. 6 Indeed, Google and the other
Service participants engaged in several meet and confers with Copyright Owners where a selection
proposal put forth by Apple, Amazon, Spotify and Pandora was discussed and proposed for
obtaining certain information relating to clients of music publishers.
Critically, Google offered no objections to the compromises discussed and agreed during
these negotiations. Indeed, it affirmatively agreed to compromises made (including, for example,
for the publishers on whose behalf Copyright Owners would be producing information). While
Copyright Owners objected to the production of songwriter-specific information, to avoid the time
and effort of litigating the issue, Copyright Owners agreed to a compromise for production of
client-related information for identified selections of publisher clients – a compromise from which
Google stands to benefit. Showing only its bad faith, Google waited a month after the only meet
and confer on its requests – and only after that compromise with the Services was struck – to now
move to obtain more (and more burdensome) information beyond that compromise. Beyond all

6

To underscore the coordination between the Service participants, an attorney now representing Google in
this proceeding previously represented Pandora in this same proceeding. See eCRB Document Nos. 26016
(January 7, 2022 Notice of Withdrawal of Jeremy P. Auster on behalf of Pandora) and 26019 (January 7,
2022 Notice of Appearance of Jeremy P. Auster on behalf of Google).
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of the foregoing reasons for why the discovery is improper, Google’s bad faith tactics do not
warrant reward.7
II.

COPYRIGHT
OWNERS
HAVE
PRODUCED
ALL
BENCHMARK
AGREEMENTS, AND NO FURTHER PRODUCTION IS WARRANTED IN
RESPONSE TO RFP NO. 3
In its Motion, Google seems to claim that RFP No. 3 seeks the “benchmarks” and “free

market deals” on which Copyright Owners’ Proposed Rates and Terms are based (Mot. at 10), but
simultaneously refuses to accept the undisputed production of Copyright Owners’ benchmark
agreements as satisfaction of that request. Indeed, as stated in correspondence to Google (and not
disputed by Google) –
During preliminary and formal discovery in this proceeding, Copyright Owners
have produced (i) for 2017 through present, their licenses involving activity eligible
for a statutory license under 17 U.S.C. § 115 and covered under 37 C.F.R. Subpart
C or D (“Covered Activity”); (ii) any agreements relied upon by the Copyright
Owners as benchmarks in this proceeding; and (iii) for 2017 through present,
licenses granting the right of public performance of musical works for (a)
interactive streaming, (b) non-interactive streaming, (c) online music video-ondemand streaming (not film or television streaming), (d) satellite radio, and (e)
broadcast (i.e., terrestrial radio).
(Zang Decl., Ex. 4 at 2 (emphasis added).) In other words, Copyright Owners produced the very
information Google professes to be seeking.
Having received the benchmark agreements that Copyright Owners have identified as
supporting their Proposed Rates and Terms, Google seems to be retrofitting RFP No. 3 into an
open-ended request to seek all licenses “in which revenues of the licensee are allocated or subject

7

In its Motion, Google, one of the biggest and richest companies in the world, attempts to paint itself as a
victim of “wide-ranging, scorched-earth discovery” (Mot. at 7, n.5), pointing to its own eight requests for
production as a token of reasonableness, but neglecting to mention that RFP No. 8 seeks “[a]ll Documents
produced to any participant in the Current Proceeding,” (Zang Decl., Ex. 1 at 7) which Google could steer
and obtain by participating in meet and confers concerning the requests from Apple, Amazon, Pandora and
Spotify directed at Copyright Owners. Additionally, Google filed this Motion when it has produced a mere
69 documents in discovery in this proceeding in response to Copyright Owners’ supposed “wide-ranging,
scorched earth discovery.” (Mot. at 7, n.5.)
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to any form of reduction for purposes of calculating royalty payments.” 8 But RFP No. 3, as
interpreted by Google, is not consistent with Copyright Owners’ Proposed Rates and Terms. On
the contrary, it is another attempt by Google to impose undue burdens on the Copyright Owners
and to seek discovery far beyond Copyright Owners’ Written Direct Statement.
In this regard, Google’s self-serving assertion that RFP No. 3 “plainly surpasses the
‘directly related’ threshold for permissible discovery” (Mot. at 12) is without any citation to
authority whatsoever. Its failure is no surprise because there is none. For example, when the
Services sought to compel production of then subpart A settlement documents in Phonorecords
III, arguing they related to Copyright Owners’ benchmarks, the Judges denied discovery as not
directly related to Copyright Owners’ Written Direct Statement because, among other reasons,
“[t]he Copyright Owners do not offer the subpart A settlement as a benchmark. Nor does their
rate proposal rely on or refer to the settlement in any way. Dr. Eisenach’s expert report, which
underlies the Copyright Owners’ rate proposal, likewise does not rely on, or refer to the subpart A
settlement.”

Order Denying Services’ Motion to Compel Copyright Owners to Produce

Documents Relating to Subpart A Settlement, CRB Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022)
(Phonorecords III) (Feb. 14, 2017).
Further showing the pretextual nature of RFP No. 3, after Copyright Owners explained that
there is no basis for Google to seek licenses dating back to 2009, Google’s rationale for discovery
in its Motion pivoted from Copyright Owners’ Proposed Rates and Terms to a claim of “an
industry-threatening decline in mechanical royalties since 2009” – a complete non-sequitur that
has nothing to do RFP No. 3 whatsoever (but since it was put forth for RFP No. 2 as well, appears
to be a universal fall-back justification for Google). (Mot. at 12.)
8

Indeed, Google’s citation to its own Written Direct Statement only further highlights that the discovery
sought is not “directly related” to Copyright Owners’ Written Direct Statement. (Mot. at 11, n.8.)
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Google also falsely suggests that licenses dating back to at least 2012 have not been
produced and are unavailable to Google in this proceeding and that Copyright Owners did not
affirmatively identify them to Google in response to a document request. These licenses are fully
available to Google from Phonorecords III, and it is not Copyright Owners’ obligation to search
through documents Google already has to locate them for Google among the documents it has. 9
Notwithstanding that Copyright Owners are not obligated to identify the myriad licenses
produced and available to Google in this proceeding responsive to RFP No. 3, Copyright Owners
do so in Appendix A to this Opposition to bring closure to this manufactured discovery dispute by
Google.

9

In a footnote (Mot. at 13-14, n. 10), Google conflates the relative burden of identifying documents in
response to RFP No. 3. Specifically, Google’s argument concerns the fact that it is represented by different
counsel in Phonorecords IV than it was in Phonorecords III and, as such, the burden on Google of
identifying documents from among those available to all participants is greater. Such an argument misstates
the obvious fact that the burden on the participant is the same. The fact that Google chose new counsel to
represent it in Phonorecords IV is not a reason to impose obligations on other participants. Moreover,
despite the participants – including Google – presenting the Judges with an agreed-upon Protective Order
making documents in Phonorecords III accessible in this proceeding in July 2021, Google’s counsel on the
November 24, 2021 meet and confer expressed a complete lack of familiarity with the productions, even
going so far as to (apparently-falsely) suggest that it may not have them all. Only after repeated proffers
by Copyright Owners to provide any productions that Google felt it was missing did Google’s current
counsel indicate that they, in fact, had such productions. Based on their submission, however, they have
not undertaken any review of them, and seek to foist the burden of responding to the particular request of
RFP No. 3 as if it were an identification interrogatory, which it is not.
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CONCLUSION
Copyright Owners respectfully request that the Judges deny the Google’s motion in its
entirety.
Dated: January 19, 2022

PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
By:
Benjamin K. Semel (N.Y. Bar No. 2963445)
Frank P. Scibilia (N.Y. Bar No. 2762466)
Donald S. Zakarin (N.Y. Bar No. 1545383)
Marion R. Harris (N.Y. Bar. No. 4774600)
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
(212) 421-4100
bsemel@pryorcashman.com
fscibilia@pryorcashman.com
dzakarin@pryorcashman.com
mharris@pryorcashman.com
Attorneys for Copyright Owners
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Appendix A: Documents Produced Responsive to Google RFP No. 3
BMG00000052
BMG00000064
BMG00000071
BMG00000087
BMG00000093
BMG00000104
BMG00000108
BMG00000116
BMG00000120
BMG00000133
BMG00000199
BMG00000209
BMG00000272
BMG00000286
BMG00000300
BMG00000314
BMG00000323
BMG00000344
BMG00000354
BMG00000376
BMG00000379
BMG00000408
BMG00000426
BMG00000474
BMG00000481
BMG00000550
KOBALT00000011
KOBALT00000017
KOBALT00000029
KOBALT00000035
KOBALT00000037
KOBALT00000055
KOBALT00000151
NMPA00000024
NMPA00000498
NMPA00000590
NMPA00001292
NMPA00001341
SONY-ATV00000041
SONY-ATV00000045
SONY-ATV00000059
SONY-ATV00000073
SONY-ATV00000081
SONY-ATV00000117
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SONY-ATV00000156
SONY-ATV00000160
SONY-ATV00000234
SONY-ATV00000252
SONY-ATV00000302
SONY-ATV00000309
SONY-ATV00000326
SONY-ATV00000345
SONY-ATV00000378
SONY-ATV00000395
SONY-ATV00000411
SONY-ATV00000436
SONY-ATV00000472
SONY-ATV00000486
SONY-ATV00000502
SONY-ATV00000520
SONY-ATV00000639
SONY-ATV00000656
SONY-ATV00000674
SONY-ATV00000695
SONY-ATV00000704
SONY-ATV00000855
SONY-ATV00000863
SONY-ATV00000871
SONY-ATV00000879
SONY-ATV00000900
SONY-ATV00000915
SONY-ATV00000949
SONY-ATV00000965
SONY-ATV00000997
SONY-ATV00001014
SONY-ATV00001031
SONY-ATV00001059
SONY-ATV00001116
SONY-ATV00001125
SONY-ATV00001149
SONY-ATV00001191
SONY-ATV00001219
SONY-ATV00001254
SONY-ATV00001265
SONY-ATV00001301
SONY-ATV00001321
SONY-ATV00001379
SONY-ATV00001405
SONY-ATV00001454
SONY-ATV00001471
A-2
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SONY-ATV00001488
SONY-ATV00001529
SONY-ATV00001545
SONY-ATV00001589
SONY-ATV00001615
SONY-ATV00001661
SONY-ATV00001743
SONY-ATV00001764
SONY-ATV00001781
SONY-ATV00001820
SONY-ATV00001937
SONY-ATV00001952
SONY-ATV00001957
SONY-ATV00001962
SONY-ATV00001972
SONY-ATV00002035
SONY-ATV00002042
SONY-ATV00002165
SONY-ATV00002225
SONY-ATV00002229
SONY-ATV00002372
UMPG00000001
UMPG00000013
UMPG00000090
UMPG00000150
UMPG00000182
UMPG00000196
UMPG00000217
UMPG00000232
UMPG00000245
UMPG00000284
UMPG00000302
UMPG00000340
UMPG00000387
UMPG00000475
UMPG00000493
UMPG00000520
UMPG00000542
UMPG00000637
UMPG00000694
UMPG00000712
UMPG00000769
UMPG00000808
UMPG00000823
UMPG00000889
UMPG00000912
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UMPG00000922
UMPG00001007
UMPG00001119
UMPG00001161
UMPG00001219
UMPG00001232
UMPG00001249
UMPG00001261
UMPG00001310
UMPG00002165
UMPG00002179
UMPG00002199
WC00000010
WC00000065
WC00000090
WC00000097
WC00000112
WC00000127
WC00000188
WC00000199
WC00000200
WC00000208
WC00000228
WC00000353
WC00000377
WC00000408
WC00000550
WC00000568
WC00000640
WC00001186
P4-BMG00000011
P4-BMG00000029
P4-BMG00000033
P4-BMG00000037
P4-BMG00000039
P4-BMG00000050
P4-BMG00000062
P4-BMG00000066
P4-BMG00000068
P4-BMG00000137
P4-BMG00000148
P4-BMG00000168
P4-BMG00000185
P4-BMG00000195
P4-BMG00000223
P4-BMG00000236
A-4
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P4-BMG00000243
P4-BMG00000246
P4-BMG00000248
P4-BMG00000251
P4-BMG00000253
P4-BMG00000307
P4-BMG00000341
P4-BMG00445866
P4-KOBALT00000010
P4-KOBALT00000011
P4-KOBALT00000012
P4-KOBALT00000016
P4-KOBALT00000018
P4-KOBALT00000021
P4-KOBALT00000033
P4-KOBALT00000053
P4-KOBALT00000074
P4-KOBALT00000085
P4-KOBALT00000109
P4-KOBALT00000149
P4-PEERMUSIC00000031
P4-PEERMUSIC00000042
P4-PEERMUSIC00000062
P4-PEERMUSIC00000119
P4-PEERMUSIC00000121
P4-PEERMUSIC00000122
P4-PEERMUSIC00000123
P4-PEERMUSIC00000124
P4-PEERMUSIC00000125
P4-PEERMUSIC00000126
P4-PEERMUSIC00000127
P4-PEERMUSIC00000128
P4-PEERMUSIC00000129
P4-PEERMUSIC00000130
P4-PEERMUSIC00000147
P4-ROUND_HILL00000001
P4-ROUND_HILL00000048
P4-ROUND_HILL00000071
P4-ROUND_HILL00000091
P4-ROUND_HILL00000101
P4-ROUND_HILL00000109
P4-ROUND_HILL00000157
P4-ROUND_HILL00000192
P4-ROUND_HILL00000247
P4-ROUND_HILL00000294
P4-ROUND_HILL00000319
A-5
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P4-ROUND_HILL00000327
P4-SMP00000002
P4-SMP00000027
P4-SMP00000030
P4-SMP00000032
P4-SMP00000036
P4-SMP00000040
P4-SMP00000043
P4-SMP00000045
P4-SMP00000054
P4-SMP00000057
P4-SMP00000091
P4-SMP00000112
P4-SMP00000135
P4-SMP00000138
P4-SMP00000179
P4-SMP00000221
P4-SMP00000223
P4-SMP00000242
P4-SMP00000377
P4-SMP00000395
P4-SMP00000491
P4-SMP00000510
P4-SMP00000546
P4-SMP00000565
P4-SMP00000584
P4-SMP00000586
P4-SMP00000589
P4-SMP00000594
P4-SMP00000599
P4-SMP00000607
P4-SMP00000616
P4-SMP00000625
P4-SMP00000662
P4-SMP00000698
P4-SMP00000717
P4-SMP00000728
P4-SMP00000742
P4-UMPG00000046
P4-UMPG00000105
P4-UMPG00000146
P4-UMPG00000208
P4-UMPG00000214
P4-UMPG00000260
P4-UMPG00001416
P4-UMPG00001435
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P4-UMPG00001441
P4-UMPG00001448
P4-UMPG00001485
P4-UMPG00001499
P4-UMPG00001558
P4-UMPG00001623
P4-UMPG00001653
P4-UMPG00001666
P4-UMPG00001673
P4-UMPG00001700
P4-UMPG00001731
P4-UMPG00001759
P4-UMPG00001771
P4-UMPG00001790
P4-UMPG00001883
P4-UMPG00001969
P4-UMPG00002000
P4-UMPG00002045
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000112
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000118
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000121
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000123
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000125
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000127
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000130
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000132
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000135
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000138
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000141
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000144
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000146
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000148
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000179
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000204
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000223
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000237
P4-WARNER_CHAPPELL00000250
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 12–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

DECLARATION OF MARION R. HARRIS
(On Behalf of Copyright Owners)
1.

I am a partner at Pryor Cashman LLP, counsel for the National Music Publishers’

Association (“NMPA”) and the Nashville Songwriters Associations International (“NSAI,”
together with NMPA, “Copyright Owners”) in the above-captioned proceeding.
2.

I submit this declaration in connection with Copyright Owners’ Opposition to

Motion to Compel Documents and Information from Copyright Owners. I am authorized by
Copyright Owners to submit this declaration on their behalf, and I am fully familiar with the facts
and circumstances set forth herein.
3.
for

Annexed as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Google Play Store listing
the

UMPG

Window

application,

accessible

at

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.yoyo.umpg.PortalApp&hl=en_US&gl=US
(last accessed January 19, 2022).
4.

Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy a February 18, 2020 press release

from Universal Music Publishing Group entitled “UMPG unveils groundbreaking new royalty
portal and app,” accessible at: https://www.umusicpub.com/us/News/2020/Universal-Music1
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Publishing-Group-Unveils-Groundbreaking-New-Royalty-Portal-and-App.aspx

(last accessed

January 19, 2022).
5.

Attached as Appendix A is a listing of documents produced by Copyright Owners

responsive to RFP No. 3, identified by beginning Bates number.
6.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the

foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.
Dated: January 19, 2022
New York, New York
___________________________
Marion R. Harris (N.Y. Bar No. 4774600)
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
Telephone: (212) 421-4100
Facsimile: (212) 326-0806
Email: mharris@pryorcashman.com
Counsel for Copyright Owners
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EXHIBIT 1

Search

Apps

Sign in

Categories

Home

Top charts

New releases

My apps
Shop

UMPG Window

Games

Universal Music Publishing Group

Finance

Everyone

Kids
Editors' Choice
Account

Add to Wishlist

Install

Payment methods
My subscriptions
Redeem
Buy gift card
My wishlist
My Play activity
Parent Guide

UMPG Window is the leading royalty portal for songwriters and clients. The technology provides users
with clear, complete and real-time access to information and earnings – now with a download
capability. An intuitive and simplified program, UMPG Window offers comprehensive views of where,
when and how your music is being played and earning royalties globally.

Review policy and info

REVIEWS
Kalianee Ferreira


2

May 28, 2021

portal da empresa

WHAT'S NEW
- Improvements and fixes

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Updated

Size

Installs

July 28, 2021

23M

1,000+

Current Version

Requires Android

Content Rating

1.5.20

5.1 and up

Everyone
Learn more



Learn more
Permissions

Report

Offered By

View details

Flag as inappropriate

Universal Music
Publishing Group

Developer
Visit website
umpgwindowsupport@umusic.com
Privacy Policy

©2022 Google Site Terms of Service Privacy Developers About Google Play | Location: United States Language: English
(United States)
By purchasing this item, you are transacting with Google Payments and agreeing to the Google Payments Terms of Service
and Privacy Notice.

EXHIBIT 2

UMPG unveils groundbreaking new royalty portal and
app
umusicpub.com/us/News/2020/Universal-Music-Publishing-Group-Unveils-Groundbreaking-New-Royalty-Portal-andApp.aspx

Built on industry-leading cloud technology, UMPG Window provides songwriters and
clients with unparalleled earnings data, insights and analytics.

Universal Music Publishing Group (UMPG), a leading, global music publisher, today unveiled
UMPG Window, a next-generation royalty portal that provides UMPG songwriters and clients
with instant access to clear, complete and real-time earnings and data. The UMPG Window
app can be installed on iOS and Android platforms.

Available on mobile and computer devices, UMPG Window is a state-of-the-art solution that
empowers clients with 24/7 access to all of their royalty information. With several one-of-akind features in its intuitive and customizable program, the portal provides comprehensive
views of where, when and how songs are consumed around the world.

Using the latest in cloud-indexing technology, the system is unparalleled in offering
information on a highly-granular level. Available in both numeric and graphic representations,
clients will instantaneously view earnings by work title, accounting periods, territory, digital
service provider, income source, income group, income type, local/international and more.
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UMPG Window features customizable view settings that provide tailored information
snapshots based on user preference. Royalties are available through high-level overviews or
detailed reports with deep analytics and insights. Upholding UMPG’s reputation for having
best-in-class technology, UMPG Window provides not only society registration information
but also registration status and full song copyright information on all works.

John Reston, EVP Global Administration at UMPG, said, “In designing and developing
UMPG Window, our team worked closely with our songwriters and clients to best understand
what they most wanted from a world-class, fully transparent portal and app. This kind of
collaboration is a reflection of how we do business: our songwriters and publisher clients are
partners in everything we do. We will always keep innovating to better the lives of our writers
and support their songs, and that is why UMPG continues to raise the bar for the industry.”

In addition to its advanced functionality, UMPG Window delivers comprehensive, real-time
data in a sleek, intuitive and simplified user experience. Designed with simplicity, the portal
has an intelligent and modern aesthetic, as well as clean and colorful data visualizations that
change based on search filters.

UMPG circulates international income on a quarterly basis to all UMPG affiliates,
accelerating international income to all of its songwriters and clients. The portal launch also
sees the introduction of a brand-new international royalty ‘pipeline’ feature, enabling users to
preview and access earnings as they are received around the world. Building on its popular
one-click advance feature, UMPG Window now offers the unique ability for clients to request
no-fee advances based on both current period earnings and international pipeline earnings.

The only royalty portal to provide detailed Film and TV information, UMPG Window shows
production data via high-level snapshots or detailed reports, with comprehensive information
on works used and royalties earned. View settings can be customized to see royalties by
production, type of usage, cues territory, work code, duration, linked works for each
production and more.
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Mark Coltman, EVP Global Technology at UMPG, said, “UMPG Window is a testament to our
commitment to building and delivering the best, most scalable systems in music publishing.
Our guiding principle was creating a resource that empowered our songwriters and clients to
easily access meaningful, usable and accurate data. We are so proud that the resulting
application - functionally rich with superb, instant analytics - will be an outstanding, valuable
tool that exceeds all expectations.”

In 2007, UMPG became the first major music publisher to launch a pioneering online royalty
portal. The development established UMPG as the market leader in this space and
strengthened its best-in-class publisher offerings.
With the advent of UMPG Window, the company continues to uphold its high standard for
offering industry-leading administration services combined with the best technology in music
publishing. This groundbreaking system reflects UMPG’s longstanding commitment to
integrity, trust and transparency for its songwriters and clients.
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

DECLARATION OF MARION R. HARRIS
REGARDING RESTRICTED INFORMATION
1.

I am an attorney at Pryor Cashman LLP, counsel for the National Music Publishers’

Association (“NMPA”) and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (“NSAI” and,
together with the NMPA, the “Copyright Owners”) in the above-captioned proceeding (the
“Proceeding”).
2.

Pursuant to Section IV.A of the Protective Order issued in the above-captioned

Proceeding on July 20, 2021, as amended (the “Protective Order”), I submit this declaration in
connection with the January 19, 2022 Copyright Owners’ Memorandum in Opposition to Motion
to Compel Production of Documents and Information from Copyright Owners (the “Opposition”).
3.

I have reviewed the Opposition. I am also familiar with the definitions and terms

set forth in the Protective Order. Each of the redactions made in the Opposition is necessitated by
the designation of one of the participants in this proceeding as “Confidential Information” under
the Protective Order. Because the Copyright Owners are bound under the Protective Order to treat
as “Restricted” and to redact information designated “Confidential Information” by participants,

Declaration of Marion R. Harris Regarding Restricted Information on behalf of Copyright Owners
Dkt No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

they are doing so. Copyright Owners reserve all rights and arguments as to whether any such
information is, in fact, “Confidential Information.”
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
Dated: January 19, 2022
New York, New York
/s/ Marion R. Harris
Marion R. Harris (N.Y. Bar No. 4774600)
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
Telephone: (212) 421-4100
Facsimile: (212) 326-0806
Email: mharris@pryorcashman.com
Counsel for Copyright Owners
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Proof of Delivery
I hereby certify that on Wednesday, January 19, 2022, I provided a true and correct copy of
the Copyright Owners' Opposition to Google Motion to Compel Documents and Information to
the following:
Amazon.com Services LLC, represented by Joshua D Branson, served via ESERVICE at
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
Apple Inc., represented by Mary C Mazzello, served via ESERVICE at
mary.mazzello@kirkland.com
Pandora Media, LLC, represented by Benjamin E. Marks, served via ESERVICE at
benjamin.marks@weil.com
Spotify USA Inc., represented by Joseph Wetzel, served via ESERVICE at
joe.wetzel@lw.com
Google LLC, represented by Gary R Greenstein, served via ESERVICE at
ggreenstein@wsgr.com
Johnson, George, represented by George D Johnson, served via ESERVICE at
george@georgejohnson.com
Zisk, Brian, represented by Brian Zisk, served via ESERVICE at brianzisk@gmail.com
Joint Record Company Participants, represented by Susan Chertkof, served via ESERVICE
at susan.chertkof@riaa.com
Powell, David, represented by David Powell, served via ESERVICE at
davidpowell008@yahoo.com
Signed: /s/ Lauren B Cooperman

